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Introduction

Insights West and Ayima have partnered to assess the state of e-commerce in Canada in 2018.

The Canadian E-Commerce Monitor highlights key trends in the e-commerce landscape for 
Canadian marketers and retailers. 

The study aims to uncover trends in:

● Online browsing and buying.

● Motivators and barriers to online purchasing.

● Device use for browsing and buying. 

● Barriers to mobile purchases.

● Abandoned shopping cart behaviours.

● Various other e-commerce related behaviours and attitudes.
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Methodology
• Results are based on online research conducted with English-speaking Canadian adults 18 years 

of age and older.
• 2018 represents the first wave of the study; it was conducted January 15-25, 2018, with a sample of 

1,021. 
– The margin of error for a sample of this size is +/- 3.1%, 19 times out of 20. 

• The data was statistically weighted according to Canadian census figures for age, gender and 
region. 

• Statistically significant differences between key subgroups (like age and gender) are shown 
throughout the report.
– Where the result for a subgroup is statistically significantly lower or higher than that for all 

other subgroups, a simple underline is used.
– Where the results for a subgroup is statistically significantly lower or higher than that for a 

subset of subgroups, the group(s) that the data is higher or lower than is shown next to the 
underline.

Survey and data by Insights West
Insights and analysis by Ayima and Insights West



Key Insights
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Canadian retailer fights 
back

Once facing hard times, 
Chapters-Indigo has reinvented 
itself and won over Canadians 

once again with 26% of us 
placing an order last year with 

them. 

Canadian females lead the 
charge, with 33% purchasing 
online, compared to only 20% 

of males. 

Canadians’ favourite e-
retailer

Regardless of age or gender, 
Canadians’ top e-retailer is 

Amazon, with 77% of Canadians 
placing an order with them in 

the last 12 months.

21% of all online shoppers in 
Canada are Amazon Prime 

members. 

US continues to 
dominate the market

Another US merchant based 
outside of the country, eBay, is 
another popular site used by 

Canadians.

Owing its popularity to the 
younger generation, 31% of 18-

34 year olds used the site 
compared to 20% of 55+.

Chinese expansion hits 
Canada

AliExpress, another top e-
retailer used by Canadians, has 
gone from a relative unknown 
to a major player in a few short 

years.

11% of Canadians made a 
purchase through AliExpress 

in the last 12 months.

Canadian Retailers Fall Behind International Rivals
Homegrown Canadian brands are struggling to compete with international rivals who have successfully moved into 
the Canadian market. While companies such as Amazon are known to be growing at incredible speed, lesser known 
retailers from overseas are now competing and taking local market share at the expense of traditional Canadian 
brands.
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72% of 18-34 year-olds and 
65% of 35-54 year olds 
browse online with 
intention of buying 
something compared 
with only 41% of over 55s

64% of 18-34 year-olds and 
53% of 35-54 year olds 
use social media to 
research compared with 
only 29% of over 55s

48% of 35-54 year-olds and 
47% of 18-34 year olds 
click on search engine 
ads compared with only 
31% of over 55s

18-34s and 35-54 year-olds place
more value on peer reviews and 
ratings compared to over 55s.

Canadian Millennials
There has been a lot said in the press about how 
millennials differ online compared to other age groups. 
However, the findings show that 18-34 year-olds have a 
similar shopping behavior to 35-54 year-olds. In reality, it 
is the 55+ year-olds that differ the most from the other 
two groups when it comes to e-commerce.

18-34s and 35-54 year-olds are 
more likely to value same day 
delivery than consumers in the 
over 55s demographic
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Amazon’s Market Share
77% of Canadian online shoppers buy from 
Amazon.

This dominance is making Amazon the main 
competitor across all sectors.

21% of all Canadians who shop online are Amazon 
Prime Members and 27% of Amazon customers 
have joined the premium membership.

Amazon Prime membership is much higher among 
younger shoppers.

(28% of those 18-34 versus 19% 35-54 and 16% of over 
55s)

Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods Market Inc. will see 
this retailer accelerating this most in 2018.

https://www.amazon.ca
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of all

Canadians who 
shop online are 
Amazon Prime 

Members



Online Shopping Influencers
Online shopping is felt to have many benefits among users, with 
variety, reviews, time savings, cost savings and shipping topping the list.

However, consumers place particular importance on the following 
benefits when deciding to buy from a website online.

● 75% of Canadian shoppers think free shipping is a key factor 
when deciding what site to buy from, placing shipping related 
concerns at the top of shopping influencers Canadians look for 
online.

● 67% are more likely to buy from a Canadian specific site.
● 57% highlighted the need for free shipping on returns.
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Abandoned Shopping Carts
Abandoned shopping carts are a common occurrence - there 
are, however, steps retailers can take to get users to complete 
the order.

Lowering rates:

● Shipping costs - is the reason for cart abandonment for 
72% of Canadians who abandon shopping carts.

● Return policy - 40% stated a retailer’s return policy caused 
them to abandon a purchase.

Persuading user to return:

● 90% of people would consider completing an abandoned 
shopping cart for a large discount (20-50% discount).

● 26% felt that an email reminder about the product would 
get them back to complete the order at a later date.

Abandon 

Re-Engage

Convert
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Mobile Shopping Barriers
While smartphones have penetrated the lives of the 
majority of Canadians, conversion on mobile devices 
are much lower compared to desktop.

Canadian online consumers who use smartphones
highlighted different usability issues as the biggest 
barriers as to why they choose not to buy on mobile 
devices.

● 53% find typing in checkout fields a major 
hurdle to shopping on a mobile device.

● 52% highlighted difficulty viewing images well 
enough on handheld devices a contributing 
factor to not purchasing on smartphones.

● 49% find text too small on mobile devices, 
making it hard to read the information about 
the product.
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Mobile Wallets
Mobile wallets are in their infancy as only 17% of 
Canadians have ever used one and only 8% of 
those surveyed use one weekly. 

There are however signs that this payment 
method is starting to be adopted. By 
segmenting the overall data, we see that  13% of 
consumers between the ages of 18-34 use 
their mobile wallets at least once a week as do 
11% of those 35-54. This is in stark contrast to 
consumers over the age of 55, where only 2% use 
the tool on a weekly basis.
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13%
of consumers 
between the 

ages of 18-34 use 
their mobile 

wallets at least 
once a week



Voice Assistant Adoption
Voice Assistant adoption is already significant, with 
22% of Canadian households owning one with usage 
even stronger amongst those under 55. 

Google Home has an edge over Amazon’s Alexa so 
far with 11% penetration versus 6% for Alexa, 
although it is worth highlighting Google had a 
significant head start in Canada.

42% of Canadians that have a voice assistant  
have used it to buy something online but only 16% 
of them regularly us it for purchases.
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42%
of Canadians 

that have a voice 
assistant have 
used it to buy 

something 
online



The Impact of Social Media
The impact of social media cannot be understated. 

47% of Canadians use social media at least once a 
month for inspiration to help them buy a service or 
product. Not surprising, younger Canadians 
particularly rely on social platforms for guidance 
before making a purchase compared to 55-year-olds 
and up.
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47%
of Canadians 

use social media 
at least once a 

month for 
inspiration



The Products We Buy Online
For years, many of us have bought airline tickets, 
books or items of clothing online. While there is a 
discrepancy between the amount younger 
Canadians buy online compared to their elders, 
many 55+-year-olds buy these products online as 
well. 

However, the shopping behavior between the age 
groups becomes more noticeable when looking at 
products less commonly bought online, such as 
groceries, furniture, and alcohol.  
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44%
of 18-34 year 
olds bought 

groceries online, 
compared to 

33% of 35-54 and 
12% of 55+ year 

olds



Use of Foreign Websites 
While the majority of Canadian e-commerce is on 
websites that are set up to ship and sell within 
Canada. Many Canadians, particularly those under 
55, also use foreign websites to purchase products.

61% of 18-34 year-olds and 55% of 35-54 year-olds 
bought from a foreign website in the last 12 
months compared to 29% of 55+ year-olds. 
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www.aliexpress.com



E-commerce Behaviours
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Behavior: Desktop vs Handheld

Mobile and tablets tend to be for quick searches and general inspiration. This implies that users are still 
in the awareness phase of the conversion funnel when performing these searches. 

Merchants should continue optimizing their mobile experience since many consumers still find 
purchasing on a handheld device cumbersome. However, businesses need to remember user intent 
when dealing with their mobile traffic and use this opportunity to take the first step in building a 
relationship through social following or capturing user information which they can then use to target 
potential clients at a later time.   

Laptop and desktops are used for just about everything. However, consumers tend to use them at 
much higher rate when completing a purchase online. Merchants can be more aggressive in moving 
consumers on a desktop down the conversion funnel compared to mobile users.
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Devices to Regularly Access the Internet
While penetration has certainly grown, tablets are still the least often used of the three devices and 
laptops/desktops continue to be the predominant method of internet access. 
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Laptop/desktop computer

Smartphone

Tablet

Daily Weekly

Base: All respondents (n=1,021)
A2. How often, if ever, do you use the following types of devices to access the internet?

75%

60%

30%

18%

12%

19%

93%

72%

49%
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Devices to Regularly Access the Internet x Age Group
Age differences are marked for smartphone and tablet use – but younger consumers’ use of these devices 
does not really come at the expense of laptop and desktop use, which is similar among the three groups. 

Daily

Laptop/desktop computer

Smartphone

Tablet

Base: All respondents
A2. How often, if ever, do you use the following types of devices to access the internet?

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

69%

76%
78%

85%
74%

30%

27%

37%
26%

23%

17%
16%

10%
9%

16%

25%

22%
12%

92%

93%
94%

95%
83%

46%

52%

59%
38%

Daily Weekly
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Internet Activities
E-commerce is alive and well and reaches a large majority of consumers across several behaviours. While 
buying online is getting close to universal yearly, only half buy on a more regular (monthly) basis.

47%
of online 

shoppers use 
social media for 
inspiration with 
shopping online

Look online for details about 
stores/businesses

Search for companies that sell specific 
products/services

Browse online with intention of buying 
something online

Browse online with intention of buying 
something in-store 

Use social media for inspiration/ browsing 
products/services to buy

Buy a product/service online

Click on search engine ad

Click on product on a company’s social 
media site

Click on an ad in social media

Base: All respondents, excluding not sure (n=983-1,012)
A3. How often do you generally do each of the following internet activities?

Weekly Monthly44%

34%

27%

26%

32%

15%

28%

21%

24%

29%

28%

31%

27%

15%

31%

13%

16%

14%

73%

62%

58%

53%

47%

46%

41%

37%

38%



Internet Activities x Age
Age differences are again very large, with regular engagement with all internet activities significantly less 
common among our 55+ group. Differences between the two younger age cohorts are much smaller or 
even not apparent on many activities.
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Activity Monthly or More
Total

Age

18 to 34 35 to 54 55+
Look online for details about stores/businesses 73% 86% 74% 62%

Search for companies that sell specific products/services 62% 72% 68% 50%

Browse online with intention of buying something online 58% 72% 65% 41%

Browse online with intention of buying something in-store 53% 63% 61% 39%

Use social media for inspiration/ browsing products/services to buy 47% 64% 53% 29%

Buy a product/service online 46% 59% 50% 32%

Click on search engine ad 41% 47% 48% 31%

Click on an ad in social media 38% 54% 41% 23%

Click on product on a company’s social media site 37% 51% 43% 20%

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: All respondents, excluding not sure (n=983-1,012)
A3. How often do you generally do each of the following internet activities?
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Internet Activities x Device (Among Those Who Do Each Activity)

Use of mobile devices is significant for all activities but is still overshadowed by computer use.

only

24%
of online 

shoppers use 
multiple devices 

to buy online 

Activity Laptop/Desktop Smartphone Tablet

Buy a product/service online 82% 27% 21%

Browse online with intention of buying 
something online 79% 34% 23%

Browse online with intention of buying 
something in-store 79% 36% 22%

Search for companies that sell specific 
products/services 78% 43% 25%

Click on search engine ad 75% 37% 25%

Look online for details about 
stores/businesses 71% 53% 26%

Click on product on a company’s social 
media site 65% 47% 24%

Use social media for inspiration/ browsing 
products/services to buy 63% 48% 27%

Click on an ad in social media 61% 47% 25%

Base: Do each activity ever, excluding not sure (n=517-934)
A4. And which devices do you regularly use to do each of the following?
A5. Which do you use most often to buy products/services online?
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Likelihood of Future Online Purchase (Among Those Who Don’t Buy Online)

Most of those who do not buy online now aren’t likely to do so in the future. Just one-third would consider 
it, which means the annual online market could grow from 86% to nine-in-ten Internet-enabled 
Canadians in the near future.

The e-
commerce 

market could 
quickly grow to 

90%
of Canadians

Base: Buy online less often than every 12 months or never (n=156)
B1. How likely, if at all, are you to buy a product or service online in the next 12 months?

9%

25%

27%

32%

7%

Total Likely: 
33%

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not very likely

Not at all likely

Not sure



Barriers, Motivators & Influencers
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Improving Conversion: E-commerce 
With so much competition online, Canadian consumers can be particular about which merchant they 
purchase from. For local merchants to compete, they must offer their online visitors more than they 
have in the past, or risk losing them to competitors who do.  

Luckily for retailers, there are two key areas that consumers place particular importance on when 
shopping online. These include shipping/returns and security/trust.
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67%

66%

51%

64%

61%

Actions retailers can take:

Security/trust

• Allow product reviews.

• Place as much information as possible on 
product.

• Highlight steps your website takes to protect 
user information (placement and timing is key 
with this).

Shipping/returns

• Highlight when users are eligible for free 
shipping.

• Offer free returns or free exchanges on 
products.
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Major Barriers to Online Shopping (Among Those Who Do Not Buy Online)

A variety of reasons have relevance as barriers to those who don’t buy online now. A perceived price 
advantage offline, spending control issues and a like of shopping are among the least wide-spread of 
those tested.

Base: Buy online less often than once every 12 months or never (n=156)
B2. How much, if at all, are the following barriers to you buying products and services online more?

Can’t tell the quality when buying online

Too much hassle to return things

Like to try on/touch/see the products you buy

Concerns about security of your personal information

Just don’t feel comfortable buying services online

Concerns about privacy of what you do/buy

Shipping costs too much

Too much hassle to be home for delivery/pick up if not home for delivery

Don’t trust online retailers in general

Too hard to make decisions about what to buy when shopping online

Like to shop at stores/enjoy shopping

Less expensive to buy in stores

Will have more trouble controlling your spending if you buy online

71%

67%

66%

64%

61%

60%

51%

45%

43%

38%

32%

26%

22%
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Major Barriers to Online Shopping Using Smartphones 
(Among Online Buyers + Smartphone Users But Don’t Use Smartphone Most) 
Those who have a smartphone but don’t use it most as their method for online shopping apparently have 
several reasons for their behaviours.

Difficult to type in information in checkout fields

Difficult to see images of products well enough

Font is too small, making it hard to read the information 
about the products/services

Difficult to find/search for what you want

Sites you want to buy from are mobile-designed, but they 
are not as good/easy to use as the regular sites

Too easy to make mistakes

Sites you want to buy from are not designed specifically for 
mobile

Takes too long to checkout

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months + use Smartphone to access 
internet + don’t use smartphone most to buy online (n=472)
C3. How much, if at all, are the following barriers to you shopping online more often using your smartphone?

53%

52%

49%

45%

44%

43%

40%

30%
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Major Motivators to Online Shopping (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Online shopping is felt to have many benefits among users, with variety, reviews, time savings, cost 
savings and shipping topping our list.

Better variety/selection available online

Saves time 

Less expensive/saves money

Can read reviews to help you decide what to buy

Able to ship items directly somewhere 

Don’t like crowded shopping centres/stores

Easier to make decisions what to buy

Additional savings through money-back programs 

Live in an area where there aren’t a lot of places to shop

Don’t like shopping

More fun

Don’t like dealing with salespeople

Can control spending better

Easier to return products

Can online shop at work

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
C1. How much of a reason, if at all, are the following in why you buy products/services online instead of in-person?

51%
48%

44%
42%
42%

32%
30%

25%
20%

19%
18%

17%
17%

12%
12%



Major Motivators to Online Shopping x Age (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Age differences in motivations largely reveal all to be less relevant to the less “committed” older online 
shopper with fewer and smaller differences between the two younger groups.
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Major Motivators Total
Age

18 to 34 35 to 54 55+
Better variety/selection available online 51% 56% 56% 42%
Saves time 48% 50% 54% 40%
Less expensive/saves money 44% 46% 50% 37%
Can read reviews to help you decide what to buy 42% 45% 49% 32%
Able to ship items directly somewhere 42% 47% 41% 38%
Don’t like crowded shopping centres/stores 32% 34% 37% 24%
Easier to make decisions what to buy 30% 35% 33% 23%
Additional savings through money-back programs 25% 33% 28% 14%
Live in an area where there aren’t a lot of places to shop 20% 24% 20% 17%
Don’t like shopping 19% 19% 20% 18%
More fun 18% 22% 23% 9%
Don’t like dealing with salespeople 17% 25% 20% 8%
Can control spending better 17% 24% 17% 11%
Easier to return products 12% 16% 14% 6%
Can online shop at work 12% 18% 15% 3%

55+

55+

55+

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
C1. How much of a reason, if at all, are the following in why you buy products/services online instead of in-person?
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Online Shopping Influencers (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Online retailers may be challenged to use all influencers to their advantage as so many are highly 
relevant. Of those tested, same-day delivery and scarcity are more “niche” in terms of their impact.

Site offers free shipping

Prices are lower for the item than in stores

Company is trustworthy
Company offers a site for Canadians

Site offers detailed descriptions of the product/service

You have bought from the site before

Site is easy to use

You are confident in the security of your information

Site shows good pictures of the products/services
Site has reasonable shipping rates

Company is well known

Site offers free shipping for returns

Specific product/service gets good online reviews/ratings

Site offers reasonably fast delivery/within a week
Company is Canadian owned

Prices are similar for the item online and in-store
Product/service is scarce/likely to sell out

Site offers same day delivery

A lot more likely to buy
A little more likely to buy

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more, excluding not sure (n=784-838)
C2. When you’re deciding what to buy and what websites to buy from online, how much impact, if at all, 
do the following generally have? 

75%
68%

64%
67%

57%
57%
55%
58%

51%
52%

46%
57%

45%
44%

33%
35%

27%
25%

19%
24%

28%
24%

34%
34%
35%
31%

38%
36%

42%
30%

42%
42%

40%
36%

37%
33%

94%
92%
92%
91%
91%
91%
90%
89%
89%
88%
88%
87%
87%
86%

73%
71%

64%
58%



Online Shopping Influencers x Subgroup (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Females place a little more importance on some of these influencers than males, but differences are fairly 
small. Unlike many other metrics, age differences are not that notable, showing more commonality in what 
matters to online shoppers.
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Influencers Total
Gender Age

Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+
Site offers free shipping 94% 93% 95% 94% 94% 94%
Prices are lower for the item than in stores 92% 92% 92% 93% 94% 89%
Company is trustworthy 92% 89% 95% 90% 92% 93%
Company offers a site for Canadians 91% 90% 92% 91% 91% 90%
Site offers detailed descriptions of the product/service 91% 89% 93% 90% 93% 91%
You have bought from the site before 91% 88% 93% 88% 92% 91%
Site is easy to use 90% 86% 94% 91% 88% 91%
You are confident in the security of your information 89% 84% 94% 92% 86% 90%
Site shows good pictures of the products/services 89% 87% 92% 91% 87% 90%
Site has reasonable shipping rates 88% 87% 89% 88% 90% 87%
Company is well known 88% 87% 88% 88% 87% 89%
Site offers free shipping for returns 87% 85% 89% 84% 91% 85%
Specific product/service gets good online reviews/ratings 87% 86% 89% 89% 91% 82%
Site offers reasonably fast delivery/within a week 86% 83% 89% 90% 87% 83%
Company is Canadian owned 73% 68% 78% 72% 72% 74%
Prices are similar for the item online and in-store 71% 69% 74% 74% 75% 65%
Product/service is scarce/likely to sell out 64% 65% 63% 62% 73% 56%
Site offers same day delivery 58% 58% 58% 68% 61% 47%

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more, excluding not sure
C2. When you’re deciding what to buy and what websites to buy from online, how much impact, if 
at all, do the following generally have? 

55+

55+
55+



Online Shopping Behaviours
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Products/Services Bought Online Yearly (Among Those Who Buy Online)

As with online shopping overall, most purchases are occasional rather than regular, although many 
categories are bought on a yearly basis.

74%
of online 

shoppers buy 
gifts for others 

online each year 

Gifts for others

Clothing, shoes and accessories

Books/CDs/DVDs

Tickets to live events

Reserve accommodations

Airline tickets

Small houseware/kitchenware items

Any other travel services

Any services other than travel

Computer software

Monthly

Every 2-3 months

Yearly

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D2. How often, if ever, do you buy the following types of products/services online?

11%

15%

15%

10%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

30%

30%

24%

24%

16%

15%

13%

12%

12%

12%

33%

23%

26%

24%

30%

28%

22%

23%

20%

18%

74%

68%

65%

58%

53%

48%

42%

42%

39%

37%
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Products/Services Bought Online Yearly (cont.) (Among Those Who Buy Online) 

OTC/health products, groceries, furniture and alcohol are the least wide-spread online purchases on our list.

Only

18%
are regularly 

(monthly) doing 
their grocery 

shopping online

Hobby/craft supplies

Electronics other than computers

Vacation packages

Cosmetics/perfume

Computer hardware

Home accessories

Over the counter medicines/vitamins/ 
supplements/other health products

Groceries

Furniture

Alcohol

Monthly

Every 2-3 months

Yearly

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D2. How often, if ever, do you buy the following types of products/services online?

11%

8%

5%

8%

7%

5%

8%

18%

6%

11%

10%

12%

9%

12%

11%

9%

13%

6%

6%

5%

15%

16%

22%

13%

15%

18%

9%

5%

12%

2%

36%

36%

36%

33%

33%

32%

30%

29%

24%

18%



Products/Services Bought Online Yearly x Subgroup (Among Those Who Buy Online)
As might be anticipated, there are some notable differences by category between male and female purchasers; these seem to be 
related more to gender roles in purchasing and product relevance than anything. Age differences largely reveal less purchase 
being made by our oldest cohort rather than a preference for different categories by age group.
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Products/Services Total
Gender Age

Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+
Gifts for others 74% 70% 77% 83% 78% 60%
Clothing, shoes and accessories 68% 62% 74% 80% 74% 51%
Books/CDs/DVDs 65% 64% 66% 64% 65% 65%
Tickets to live events 58% 60% 55% 69% 66% 39%
Reserve accommodations 53% 60% 48% 54% 62% 43%
Airline tickets 48% 56% 40% 55% 53% 36%
Small houseware/kitchenware items 42% 43% 41% 49% 47% 31%
Any other travel services 42% 47% 37% 46% 49% 31%
Any services other than travel 39% 45% 33% 44% 47% 25%
Computer software 37% 48% 25% 47% 37% 29%
Hobby/craft supplies 36% 38% 35% 42% 40% 27%
Electronics other than computers 36% 45% 27% 45% 43% 20%
Vacation packages 36% 42% 29% 40% 40% 27%
Cosmetics/perfume 33% 26% 40% 50% 36% 15%
Computer hardware 33% 43% 24% 39% 37% 24%
Home accessories 32% 32% 32% 41% 35% 21%
Over the counter medicines/vitamins/ supplements/other 30% 30% 30% 43% 33% 16%
Groceries 29% 26% 33% 44% 33% 12%
Furniture 24% 30% 19% 33% 26% 15%
Alcohol 18% 20% 16% 31% 19% 5%

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more
D2. How often, if ever, do you buy the following types of products/services online?

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

55+

55+



Average Online Spending Amount (Among Those Who Buy Each)

Spending online is sizeable overall, especially for online travel.
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Total NET 

Products

Travel services

All other services

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more, excluding not sure (n= 403/540/309/269)
D3. Thinking about everything you buy online, how much would you estimate you spent in the past 12 
months on each of the following?

$4,272 

$1,824 

$2,629 

$1,235 
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Average Proportion Spent Online (Among Those Who Buy Each Online)

Most product and other services purchasers appear to mix their online and offline purchasing, with online 
generally representing only about one-third of purchases. In contrast, travel services are dominated by 
online buying, with 71% done on the Internet on average and over one-third of online travel buyers buying 
at all of their travel services this way.

74%
online travel 

buyers do more 
than half of their 
travel spending 

online

Products

Travel services

All other services

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more and buy each category online, excluding not sure 
(n=490/291/230)
D4. And again, in the past 12 months, what proportion of all the spending you do (online, in person, by 
phone) would you estimate is done online for each of the following?

36%

71%

33%
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Online Shopping Search Tools Use (Among Those Who Buy Online)

While all tools enjoy fairly decent use on occasion, the most predominant way online shoppers shop is to 
go straight to the retailer website/app they want to use.

Age

18 to 34 35 to 54 55+

Specific retailer website/app 
you want to buy from

54% 67% 61%

Search engine 59% 63% 50%

Review website/ blog/app 42% 35% 23%

Deal website/app 34% 35% 18%

Social media 29% 21% 7%

YouTube 25% 21% 7%

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D1. How often, if ever, do you search for/find products/services you want to buy online using each of the 
following?

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

18-34

55+

Regularly

All/nearly all the time

23%

22%

12%

9%

7%

7%

38%

36%

21%

20%

12%

11%

61%

58%

33%

29%

19%

18%
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Use of Foreign Sites (Among Those Who Buy Online)

While many Canadians (particularly those under 55 years) have bought from a “foreign” site in the past, 
this behaviour is far from regular for most.

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D5. How often, if ever, do you buy products from a website that is not setup to ship to/sell to Canadians? 
This would mean a website in another country that you would then have to pay duties on the product at 
the border. For example, if you chose to buy something from amazon.com (the American site, not 
amazon.ca the Canadian site), this would be that kind of purchase

3%6%
11%

18%

26%

64%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100% Less often
Once a year
Every 2-3 months
Monthly
Weekly

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

13%

12%

3%

48%

43%

26%

61%

55%

29%

Monthly + Yearly +
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Wishlist Function Use (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Wishlists are used quite broadly, especially among younger online shoppers.

18%

27%

21%

34%
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Regularly

Ever: 
66%

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

26%

19%

10%

34%

29%

18%

18%

22%

23%

78%

71%

51%

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D6. How often, if ever, do you use the “wishlist” function when you shop online?
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Ratings/Reviews Provided (Among Those Who Buy Online)

While many have provided a rating or review on an online purchase in the past, few do so regularly. All 
three age groups are fairly similar in their behaviour of “ever” providing them, but older consumers do so 
less often than their younger counterparts.

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

Regularly RarelySometimesEvery time/nearly

8%

18%

37%

24%

12%
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Regularly
Every time/nearly

Ever: 
88%

55+

18 to 34

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more, excluding not sure (n=850)
D7. How often, if ever, do you provide ratings/reviews for the products/services you buy online?
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Past 12 Month Use of E-Commerce Sites (Among Those Who Buy Online)

The dominance of Amazon is clearly seen here, although many other websites enjoy wide spread use as 
well.

50%
of online 
shoppers 

name Amazon 
as their 

favourite site

Amazon
eBay

Best Buy
Chapters/Indigo

Canadian Tire
Costco

The Bay
Old Navy

AliExpress
Apple

Etsy
The Gap

Banana Republic
Mountain Equipment Co-op

Lululemon
Holt Renfrew

77%
28%

26%
26%

18%
18%

15%
12%
11%
11%

8%
7%
6%
6%
5%

3%

27%
of Amazon 

shoppers are 
Amazon Prime 

members

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D11. Which of the following sites have you bought from in the past 12 months and which one is 
your favourite site for buying online?
D12. Are you an Amazon Prime member?



Past 12 Month Use of E-commerce Sites x Subgroup (Among Those Who Buy Online)
Males and females show differences in their specific website use, although the gap is not huge. Age groups differences largely 
reflect less use overall among those 55+ rather than specific age preferences. 
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Retailer Total
Gender Age

Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+
Amazon 77% 74% 80% 87% 76% 71%
eBay 28% 32% 24% 31% 33% 20%
Best Buy 26% 32% 21% 32% 29% 18%
Chapters/Indigo 26% 20% 33% 34% 29% 17%
Canadian Tire 18% 21% 15% 17% 19% 17%
Costco 18% 18% 19% 20% 19% 17%
The Bay 15% 15% 15% 16% 18% 12%
Old Navy 12% 9% 16% 19% 14% 5%
AliExpress 11% 13% 10% 15% 15% 5%
Apple 11% 12% 10% 9% 12% 10%
Etsy 8% 5% 11% 11% 9% 3%
The Gap 7% 5% 10% 13% 8% 2%
Banana Republic 6% 7% 5% 10% 8% 1%
Mountain Equipment Co-op 6% 7% 5% 6% 7% 4%
Lululemon 5% 3% 6% 6% 7% 1%
Holt Renfrew 3% 4% 2% 6% 3% 1%

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more (n=850)
D11. Which of the following sites have you bought from in the past 12 months 
and which one is your favourite site for buying online?

55+

55+

55+



Abandoned Shopping Carts

44
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Abandoned Shopping Carts (Among Those Who Buy Online)

Abandoning shopping carts is quite common, particularly in context of how often online consumers buy. 
This behaviour is more common among younger online shoppers, particularly as a regular occurrence.

9%

25%

47%

14%

5%

Yearly
81%

Never

Less often 

Yearly

Monthly

Weekly
18 to 34

35 to 54

55+

18%

13%

2%

37%

23%

16%

32%

47%

54%

87%

83%

72%

Weekly YearlyMonthly

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Buy online at least every 12 months or more, excluding not sure (n=812)
D8. How often, if ever, do you abandon an online shopping cart? (That is, you add items to your cart, and proceed 
to checkout but don’t end up buying.)
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Major Reasons for Abandoned Shopping Carts (Among Those Who Abandon)

Shipping cost “surprises” are most common as a reason for abandoning shopping carts whereas security jitters 
are one of the least so.

26%
of online 
shoppers 
abandon 

shopping carts 
due to slow 

delivery 
estimates

Shipping cost ends up being too high/more 
than expected

Total cost too high/more than expected

Just changed your mind at the last minute

Return policy/shipping is not ideal

Didn’t need the product/service as much as 
you initially thought

Estimated delivery is too slow

Decided you want to try it in a store before 
buying

Got nervous about security of your personal 
information at the last minute

Bought from a different site instead

72%

66%

42%

40%

36%

26%

24%

21%

19%

Base: Abandon shopping carts (n=760)
D9. How much of a factor, if at all, the following in why you sometimes abandon an online shopping cart?



Major Reasons for Abandoned Shopping Carts x Age 
(Among Those Who Abandon)
Reasons for abandoned shopping carts vary only slightly by age group.
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Major Reasons Total
Age

18 to 34 35 to 54 55+

Shipping cost ends up being too high/more than expected 72% 71% 71% 74%

Total cost too high/more than expected 66% 63% 70% 64%

Just changed your mind at the last minute 42% 41% 42% 43%

Return policy/shipping is not ideal 40% 36% 42% 42%

Didn’t need the product/service as much as you initially thought 36% 37% 37% 34%

Estimated delivery is too slow 26% 23% 30% 24%

Decided you want to try it in a store before buying 24% 17% 27% 26%

Got nervous about security of your personal information at the last 
minute 21% 17% 24% 22%

Bought from a different site instead 19% 16% 24% 15%

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Abandon shopping carts
D9. How much of a factor, if at all, the following in why you sometimes abandon an online shopping cart?

55+
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Incentivizing Return to Carts (Among Those Who Abandon)

It is likely that fairly significant financial incentives in the way of a large-ish discount or free shipping 
would be needed to bring most shoppers back to an abandoned shopping carts.

Gave you a larger discount 
(e.g., 20%-50%) on the 

items in your shopping card

Sent an offer for free shipping on 
the items in your product

Gave you a small discount 
(e.g., 10% or less) on the 

items in your shopping cart

Sent an email reminder 
that you forgot something

59%

45%

14%

7%

31%

39%

49%

19%

90%

84%

63%

26%

Very likely
Somewhat likely

Base: Abandon shopping carts, excluding not sure (n=737/734/731/726))
D10. In general, how likely would you be to go back to your abandon shopping cart and buy if an online 
retailer did each of the following?



Incentivizing Return to Carts x Subgroup (Among Those Who Abandon)

Males and older consumers will be the most difficult to lure back to their abandoned shopping carts.
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Incentives Total
Gender Age

Male Female 18 to 34 35 to 54 55+

Gave you a larger discount (e.g., 20%-50%) 
on the items in your shopping card 90% 85% 95% 91% 94% 84%

Sent an offer for free shipping 
on the items in your product 84% 76% 92% 86% 89% 76%

Gave you a small discount (e.g., 10% or less) 
on the items in your shopping cart 63% 63% 64% 68% 69% 52%

Sent an email reminder that you forgot something 26% 28% 24% 20% 33% 22%

55+

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: Abandon shopping carts, excluding not sure
D10. In general, how likely would you be to go back to your abandon shopping cart and buy if an online retailer 
did each of the following?



Other
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Buying on Key Shopping Days
Online shopping and in-store are pretty equally used channels for Boxing Day, but online trumps in-store 
for Black Friday, which is the “bigger” day in terms of sheer numbers who buy.
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36%
of Canadians 
buy on Black 
Friday/Cyber 

Monday

27%
of Canadians 

buy on Boxing 
Day

Online – NET

Online on Black Friday/Cyber 
Monday

Online on Boxing Day

In Store – NET

In stores on Black Friday/Cyber 
Monday

In stores on Boxing Day

None of these

33%

28%

17%

26%

17%

16%

55%

Base: All respondents (n=1,021)
E1. In 2017, did you buy products/services on each of the following shopping days? 
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When do you expect to get the better deals?

32% of Canadians expect Black Friday 
to yield the best deals, compared with 

only 23% for Boxing Day sales

Base: All respondents (n=1,021)
E2. In general, when do you expect to get better deals?
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Use of Mobile Wallet
Mobile wallet is still a fairly niche tool at present in terms of use, even among our youngest age cohort. 
Again, 18-34 and 35-54 are surprisingly similar in their behaviour here, even on this newer technology.

18 to 34

35 to 54

55+ 18 to 34

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

8%

3%

6%

17%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Less often
Monthly
Weekly 13%

11%

16%

15%

3

5%

8%

4

34%

34%

9%

Weekly Less oftenMonthly

Base: All respondents (n=1,021)
E3. Mobile wallet (such as Apple Pay) allows users to make a secure transaction using their mobile device (such as a 
smartphone or smartwatch) in place of a physical debit or credit card. How often, if ever, do you use a mobile wallet to 
pay for products/ services?



Voice Assistants
Voice assistants have now penetrated one-in-five Canadian households, skewing heavily towards younger 
consumers (under 55). Google home/assistant is leading the way and has a particular edge with those 
under 55.
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Age
18 to 34 35 to 54 55+

Any 25% 27% 14%

Google 
home/assistant 14% 16% 4%

Microsoft Cortana 6% 9% 9%

Amazon Alexa/Echo 9% 8% 3%

42%
of owners use 

their voice 
assistant to buy 

online 
(16% regularly

Statistically significantly higher than comparison group(s)
Statistically significantly lower than comparison group(s)

Base: All respondents (n=1,021)
E4. Do you currently own any of the following voice assistants (also known as virtual assistants)?
E5. How often, if ever, do you use your voice assistant to buy products/services online?

22%

11%

8%

6%



About Insights West
Insights West Marketing Research Inc. is a full-service market research 
company founded in 2012 by Steve Mossop, one of Canada’s most 
senior and most reputable market research leaders. It offers insights-
driven marketing research solutions and interpretive analysis based on 
leading-edge tools, normative databases, and senior-level expertise in 
consumer research, customer satisfaction, marketing, public affairs 
and advertising.

The Insights West team has decades of experience designing and 
implementing a broad range of quantitative and qualitative research 
methodologies for a variety of organizations and is known for its 
expertise in analyzing consumer behavior, tracking brand performance 
and monitoring economic trends. Insights West’s head office and 
focus group facility, Vancouver Insights Centre, is located in Vancouver, 
British Columbia.
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For more information please 
contact:

Catherine Dawson
Senior VP & Chief Methodologist

catherinedawson@insightwest.com
604.620.7101

Media Contact:
Mario Canseco

Vice President, Public Affairs
mariocanseco@insightswest.com

778.929.0490



About Ayima
Originally founded in 2007, Ayima is an award-winning 
digital marketing agency specializing in SEO, CRO, E-
commerce, Paid Media and Content Marketing. 

From Ayima’s Canadian headquarters in Vancouver it has 
gained a reputation for truly understanding the Canadian 
market and the unique challenges that companies here 
face. With clients across a mix of industries such as e-
commerce, recruitment, finance and entertainment, our 
team of experts achieve spectacular results for some of the 
world's biggest brands and we work with leading Canadian 
brands from coast to coast.

Ayima are also the official SEO partner of the Canadian 
Marketing Association.

Contact
Mark Tempest

Senior Vice President 
mark@ayima.com

604.259.4453

www.ayima.com/ca
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